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BRUSHING YOUR HAIR
Starting at the midlengths of your hair, hold each section for
support just above where you are brushing and brush
downwards towards the ends. Continue this process and brush
sections higher up the hair shaft each time. When close to the
roots, brush one side of your system at a time, using your other
hand to support the top of the hair piece, repeat on the other
side.  
Never brush the hair when it is wet and only use a wide tooth
comb to ensure the hair does not stretch and weaken  



UV rays can fade or discolour extensions – we advise wearing a hat while out in the sun
and if you use a sunbed to wrap the hair up in a towel and completely keep out of
exposure to strong UV rays.

SUN/SUNBEDS

Detangle your hair using a teezer brush and tie up using slinky
bobbles

SPORTS/GYM



Gently push the shampoo through the base of the
unit, this will help clean your scalp below. 
Shampoo your own hair below the system as normal
 Gently rub the shampoo into your hair addition. 

Apply your recommended conditioner to wet hair. 
Using gentle finger strokes, smooth conditioner
from mid-lengths to ends. 
Rinse thoroughly 

For extra conditioning, regularly apply a mask to the
hair. 
After washing, apply a recommended hair mask.
Smooth through midlengths to ends. Leave for ten
minutes, rinse thoroughly  

Spray a leave in conditioner onto wet hair before
drying every time for extra longevity from your hair
system.  

Before washing, always brush your hair to avoid
problems with tangles and matting. 

Shampooing 

Conditioning 

Hair Masks

Leave in conditioner 

WASHING 
Your hair! 



Shampoo (Repair or Moisture based) 
Conditioner (Repair or Moisture based)
Hair Mask (Repair or Moisture Based) 
Heat Protection 
Leave in Spray. 
Hair Extension/Wig Brush

We recommend using products that aimed towards
repair or moisture. 

Your stylist will recommend a hair care regime best
suited to your hair, based on colour, condition and how
often you style your hair. 

MUST HAVE PRODUCTS

PRODUCT 
recommendations



Effortlessly detangles even the most stubborn knots
Ideal for all hair types

We recommend using the Framar, Detangle brush for hair
extensions & wigs! It's also great for every day use on normal
hair!

Colours may vary!
  



Your unit will need very little daily
maintenance other than brushing. You can
treat it just like your own hair, but do
remember to apply heat protection when
heat styling.  

DAILY
Maintenance



MAINTENANCE 
As your hair grows, the unit will begin to wobble, this is completly
normal as your hair is growing underneath. This should still lay
flat but move when you style and brush. 
This means you'll need to pay your specialist a visit for a regular
maintenance, we recommend every 6-8 weeks. 
Your stylist will remove the system, clean and refit 



You can wear your hair up while wearing a hair
system, however the way you wear it up may need
to change. It's not recommended to wear the
system up in a high bun or high pony as this can
loosen the hair piece and it could be visible.   

Try wearing your hair in a low or mid pony tail. 

WEARING 
Your hair up!



COLOURING
We do not recommend colouring your hair system yourself.
Colouring should be carried out by a qualified professional
We do not recommend perming, or lightening hair systems,  this will shorten the
life span of your system drastically.  

SLEEPING
Whilst sleeping, we recommend wearing your hair in a loose pony tail or plait.This
will help avoid any matting. 
Using a silk or satin pillow case will help reduce tangles and improve the life span of
your hair system.   




